
Trinity Sunday, 2017 

S’more Trinity, please 

Last week, I preached about the stories told around campfires and since then s’mores 
have been on the mind. These campfire treats were staples of my summer growing up and I 
associate them with relaxed summer nights in the north woods of Minnesota. With friends and 
family gathered around the fire we would prepare the ingredients station and then begin 
roasting.  My sister wrote a poem about s’mores and prided herself in its two endings—crown 
the puff to golden brown and then take a bite and taste delight or stick it in and roast it up, 
crispy black is the right track— the individual chooses their own based on preference.  With 
songs sung, poems shared and s’more eaten they were lovely evenings. All this to say, this week 
the s’more struck me as one simplistic but delicious analogy for the Trinity, the concept of God 
we celebrate today. Graham cracker, chocolate and marshmallow—all three make the one 
s’more. 

This is the one day in our church calendar devoted to the Trinity—this Christian 
understanding of God as three persons—Father, Son and Holy Spirit—but, at the same time, 
ultimately one. I think it is one of the most beautiful mysteries of our faith. I do not especially 
bother trying to understand it but rather accept this mystery, accept the gift that this way of 
knowing God is.  (However, if any of you prefer to jump into theological works I am delighted to 
offer you reading after the service. Delighted, just ask.)         

     But today, in the infinite mystery of the Trinity, what I think is most important, is that our 
triune God shows us that God, our example and support for everything is, by God’s very nature, 
relationship. Our God is not a solitary power ruling from his seat above the heavens but is 
rather a constant overflowing and outpouring of love—from Father to Son to Holy Spirit—
always our God is in the act of loving, of understanding, of delighting in. These three distinct 
persons are indivisible and make up the One.  

           And we are made, not in the image of a s’more but…in God’s image. We are created in 
the likeness of God and the Trinity shows us that we are made to be in community and to be in 
relationship.  And relationship is not an option it is part of human…and divine…nature.  

And the Trinity shows us how we are meant to be in relationship and community. Each 
person in the Trinity, God the Father, God the Son, God the Holy Spirit, each distinct identity is 
infinitely important. They are distinct and yet each fully aware and a part of the other, each 
person necessary to create the whole.            

A commentary I read daily by Joan Chittester, a Benedictine nun, talks this week about 
humility.  She describes humility as knowing your place in community—when we are confident 
in who we are and what our offering is, relationships, communities, any of them-- workplaces, 
churches, families-- are not relationships of competition or of trying to be everything but rather 
settling in to our place and recognizing the necessity of all the persons and their gifts present.  



 

          Community, relationships is the toughest and at the same time most wonderful part of 
being human. So much of our lives are learning how to live in relationship with others, trying to 
be in right relationship with others and it’s a natural response for us to protect, build up 
ourselves, put up barriers between ourselves and others. The Trinity, our understanding of a 
God in relationship always, is seamless relationships between Holy Spirit, Father and Son—and 
can help to bring us back time after time to what it, not only means, but is, to be in right and 
loving relationship. The infinite, indivisible, unbreakable love of, in God—flows into our own 
lives healing what is broken, filling us up to love better and more deeply, and opening in us a 
capacity for forgiveness and acceptance. 

              The reality of being made in the image of our triune God, is that we are bound together 
much more closely, than physical, even emotional, boundaries make it appear. God is always 
with us and delights when we are in good and loving relationship. There is not a moment when 
God is not present with us. There is not a moment when the love pouring out between Father, 
Spirit and Son stops. There is not a moment when the love of our Triune God is not surrounding 
us, flowing in and out of how we ourselves are in relationship. And if we dwell on that, our 
relationships will heal or change or grow to be more loving.  

            God is wonderful. And more wonderful than I sometimes notice day in and day out, but 
God is God—great, loving, big and wonderful and the Trinity is a beautiful concept for us to be 
reminded of this, to be taken up into the wonder, the awe, and the hope. We have a God who 
is relationship, who’s nature is love. And what a gift this is. 

            We are invited to be a part of this divine community, And this is an infinite, mysterious 
and wonderful invitation yet also close, intimate, and fully practical.  

Thankfully God is more than a piece of chocolate on a graham cracker and whatever level of 
roasted marshmallow you prefer but I hope in some way this illustration or at least some part 
of this day offers us a reminder of the beauty of our Triune God. Each person of the Trinity may 
be of particular help to us at different times yet all are the one God and show us the life-giving 
way and overflowing love of community. God enters into every part of our life—and we can 
always look, with hope and faith, that life in relationship is blessed at and by its source—our 
loving, sharing, and giving God.  

 

Amen.  

 

 


